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PREFACE BY THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

A tragedy occurs when any innocent person becomes the 

victim of violent criminal behavior. The magnitude of the 

tragedy remains the same whether the perpetrator's actions 

resulted from malevolence or mental disease or defect. And we 

always wish that either tragedy could have been averted. 

Yet treatment of the perpetrator by our criminal justice 

system has traditionally differed if the perpetrator's criminal 

behavior resulted from mental disease or defect. We have long 

recognized that a person's mental illness may, in some cases, 

prevent him from ·being responsible for his conduct. 

Still, the public deserves protection from dangerous 

mentally ill individuals. The report of the Insanity Defense 

and Related Statutes and Procedures Study Subcommittee seeks to 

strengthen that protection for Maine people in several ways. 

The Judiciary Committee wishes to thank the Subcommittee 

for the fine work represented in the following report. We 

commend the report to all those concerned with Maine's insanity 

defense and the handling of insanity acquittees in Maine. 
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PREFACE 

TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE 

REPORT 

The Insanity Defense and Related Statutes and Procedures 

Study Subcommittee of the Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary 

of the 112th Maine Legislature conducted this study from August 

to December of 1985. Rep. Patrick E. Paradis served as chair 

of the Subcommittee. Sen. Charlotte Zahn Sewall, Rep. Charles 

R. Priest, Rep. Carol Allen, and Rep. Mary H. MacBride also 

served as Subcommittee members. Martha E. Freeman, legislative 

counsel to the Judiciary Committee, served as the 

Subcommittee's staff. 
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SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The Subcommittee recommends the elimination of the 
volitional test from Maine's insanity defense. 

2. The Subcommittee recommends that the standard of proof for 
the defendant who asserts an insanity defense should not be 
raised to clear and convincing evidence but should remain 
at a preponderance of the evidence. 

3. A Majority of the Subcommittee recommends against enactment 
of a ''gu'.i.J.ty bu·!: rnr::lnta11y iJ.1'' vr:~l"d:i.ct. 

Minortty Recommendation 

l~r~p. Pi:\l"ad'is r'r:!lcommr:~nds r0nactmr::1nt of a ''qui1t~/ but mr:~nt.cllly 
:i.11" vr::lr'dict. 

4. The Subcommittee recommends that the verdict for an 
insantty acquittee be ''not crimina1ly responstb1e by reason 
of insi.\ln:i.ty" rathr~l" than "not guilt:.y by l"r0mson of in8r.lnit.y." 

5. The Subcommittee recommends the continuation of the 
limitation on the abi1ity of mental health experts to give 
opinions on the issue of crimina1 responsibi1ity in a trial 
where the insanity defense has been raised. 

6. The Subcommittee recommends that examinations of the mental 
condition of criminal defendants on behalf of the court on 
the issues of competency to stand tria1 and criminal 
responsibiltty be conducted by menta1 health professional8 
designated by the Commissioner of the Department of Menta1 
Hea1th and Menta1 Retardation. 

7. The Subcommittee recommends that the Department of Menta1 
Health and Mental Retardation create a Re1ease Review 
Committee to develop re1ease criteria for insanity 
acquittees that focus on predicting dangerousness. 

8. The Subcommittee recommend\'> that responsibility for 
supervising released insanity acquittees be given to the 
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation rather 
than the Department of Corrections. 

9. The Subcommittee recommends that the local Jaw enforcement 
agency of a community into which an insanity acquittee is 
partia11y or completely released be informed of the release. 





£?. .. ~.2 .. .9. .. \:.!.r..~.g .. ?. .. 

10. The Subcommittee recommends the establishment, under the 
authority of the Department of Mental Health and Mental 
Retardation, of a for0nsic service: mental health 
professionals who do examinations for the courts and who 
are not involved in the treatment of insanity acquittees. 

11. The Subcommittee recommends the establishment of another 
secure treatment unit at the Augusta Mental Health 
Institute for the long-term treatment of insanity 
acquittees who remain dangerous. 

12. The Subcommittee recommends improvements in the forensic 
facilities and programs available at the Bangor Mental 
Health Institute. 

13. The Subcommittee recommends that the jails employ 
additional mental health staff. 

14. The Subcommittee recommends that prosecutors be given the 
authority and funding to consult with independent mental 
health professionals when an insanity acquittee petitions 
the court for release from institutionalization . 

..... 2 ..... 





INTRODUCTION 

During the First Regular Session of the 112th Legislature, 

the Judiciary Committee heard several bills proposing changes 

in Maine's insanity defense and statutes concerning the 

handling of persons acquitted af criminal charges by reason of 

insanity. Through LD 1213, th~ Judiciary Committee 

recommended, and the Legislature enacted, revisions in 

procedures relating to control by the Commissioner of Mental 

Health and Mental Retardation over insanity acquittees who have 

been released from institutionalization by a court order. 

While bills seeking to alter the insanity defense - such as LD 

278, LD 370, LD 1035, and LD 1331 - w~re not enacted during the 

First Regular Session, the Judiciary Committee did determine 

that several issues surrounding the defense warranted study. 

Toward that end, the Judiciary Committee recommended, and the 

Legislative Council approved, the establishment of the Insanity 

Defense and Related Statutes and Procedures Study Subcommittee. 

The Subcommittee conducted its study in five meetings. At 

these meetings, the Subcommittee heard from, among others, the 

staff of the Augusta Mental Health Institute and the Bangor 

Mental Health Institute; personnel from the Department of 

Mental Health and Mental Retardation; members of the Maine 

Society of Forensic Psychologists, the Maine Psychological 

Association, and the Maine Civil Liberties Union; and members 
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of the public. The Subcommittee's study included a tour of the 

Augusta Mental Health Institute and the viewing of a videotape 

of the facilities of the Bangor Mental Health Institute. 

The following pages contain the report of the 

Subcommittee. The report first presents a brief history of the 

insanity defense. It next describes Maine's current insanity 

defense and the statutes governing commitment of an insanity 

acquittee. A third section seeks to dispel public 

misperceptions concerning the use of the defense and the 

disposition of insanity acquittees in Maine. Finally, the 

report presents recommendations for the tightening of the 

insanity defense, the provision of appropriate treatment for 

mentally ill persons who commit crimes, and the protection of 

the public from ins~nity acquittees who remain mentally ill and 

dangerous. 

-4-





I. BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INSANITY DEFENSE 

In 1843 an English jury found Daniel M1 Naghten not guilty 

by reason of insanity for the death of the secretary of the 

British Prime Minister. M1 Naghten .had mistakenly shot and 

killed the secretary, believing him to be the Prime Minister. 

During the trial, the defense proved that M1 Naghten suffered 

from paranoid schizophrenia, though the disease did not carry 

that label in 1843. 1 From the M1 Naghten case came the first 

modern articulation of an insanity defense: a defendant is 

relieved of criminal responsibility if, at the time of the 

crime, he 11 was laboring under such a defect of reason, from 

disease of the mind, as not to know the nature and quality of 

the act he was doing; or if he did know it, that he did not 

know he was doing what was wrong. 112 The M1 Naghten rule 1 s 

right-wrong test is the insanity defense ava1lable in several 

3 states.· 

In some jurisdictions, the M1 Naghten rule has been modified 

by addition of the irresistible impulse test. The irresistible 

impulse test provides that, even if a defendant knew what he 

was doing at the time of the crime, and knew that what he was 

doing was wrong, he can be rel1eved of criminal responsibility 

if he could not resist the impulse to commit the crime. This 

test adds to the M1 Naghten rule the defense of an inability to 

control one 1 s actions, while the M1 Naghten test alone concerns 

r -J-



the inability of the defendant to comprehend the nature or 

wrongfulness of his actions. 4 A few states permit an 

insan'i.t.y defense based on the M' NaqhbHl r'u1e modified by t.ht;:! 
r 

irresistible impulse test.~ 

In 1954 the Court of Appeals for the DJstr'i.ct of Columb'i.a 

adopted a new insanity test aimed at clarifying the use of an 

insan'i.ty defense. The Durham test., named after the case in 

which it was created, seeks to determ'i.ne whether a person's 

crim'i.nal conduct was the product of mental il1ness. After 

eighteen years of experience with the Durham rule, the Court of 

Appea1s for the D'i.st.rict of Columb'i.a abandoned its use: t.r'i.als 

involving the insanity defense had become battles of experts 

prov'i.ding differing opin'i.ons on whether the defendant's mental 

J' J d L' ' ' "l t' 6 
Cr1.St:~aSt=:! prO<.rUC(:~ rl'lS Cr''liTl'lna. ac .'lOllS, 

cur·rr:~nt:.'.l.y maintains an insani·t.:y dt;:!fNlSt;:! bc\St;:!d on the "Pl"oduct" 

The majority of American jurisdictions, including Maine, 

currently employ some version of the Model Penal Code insanity 

d f
.. 8 t0'" enSt=:!. Recommended in 1962 by the American Law Institute, 

tht=:! tt:~st statr:~s that, "A pt:H'son is not rt;)sponsib1t0 for' cr'iminal 

conduct if at the time of such conduct as a result of menta1 

disease or defect he lacks substantial capacity to either 

appreciate the criminality (wrongfulness) of h'i.s conduct or to 

9 confo1"rn his conduct to tht=:! rr:~qu'i.rt01'rlC:~n1:.s of tht~ latJJ. '' l'ho 

-·6 ..... 



test includes a statement that mental disease or defect may not 

be shown, for the purposes of the law·, simply through repeated 

0 0 "L t ~ t 0 0 1 t :1.0 cr·:urnna. or o :llr:!!r an .. ·1 .. -soc-:u:r. ac 7.S 0 
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II. MAINE'S CURRENT INSANITY DEFENSE 

Competence to Stand Trial 

Prior to the commencement of a cri~inal trial, questions 

may arise concerning the competence of the criminal defendant 

to stand trial. In Maine, the court may order such a defendant 

to undergo an examination to determine his mental condition. 

If the defendant is found incompetent, the court must continue 

the case until the defendant becomes competent, and may have 

the defendant committed to a mental institution, or may order 

the defendant, if he is not charged with murder, released on 

bail with or without a condition of treatment. If the 

defendant is found competent, the criminal trial proceeds. 

Whenever the report of a person ordered by the court to conduct • 

an initial examination of the mental condition of the defendant 

indicates that the defendant's criminal responsibility may be 

questioned, the court must order further psychological 

examination of the defendant. 11 

The Insanity Defense 

A criminal defendant who enters a plea of insanity to the 

criminal charges against him relies on the defense established 

..... 8 .. -



in the Maine Criminal Code, Title 17-A, section 39, subsection 

1, of the Maine Revised Statutes, which states: 

A defendant is not criminally responsible if, at the time 

of the criminal conduct, as a result of mental disease or 

defect, he either lacked substantial capacity to conform 

his conduct to the requirements of the law, or lacked 

substantial capacity to appreciate the wrongfulness of his 

conduct. 

This defense contains two tests: a volitional test and a 

cognitive test. The volitional test addresses the defendant 1 s 

inabilty, because of his mental condition, to control his 

actions. The cognitive test speaks to the defendant 1 s 

inability, because of his mental condition, to understand the 

wrongful nature of his actions. Section 39 also contains a 

dt::,finition of 11 tn!:lntal diseas(;;, or' ciC:~fc..:~ct 11 :i.n :i.t.s S!!!lCond 

subsc:)ct.ion. 

Maine 1 s insanity defense places the burden of proving 

insanity on the defendant. Having raised an insanity defense, 

the c~irninal defendant must prove, by a preponderance of the 

evidence, that he lacked criminal responsibility due to his 

mental condition at the time of the crime. 12 In contrast, 

for example, the federal law under which John Hinckley was 

tried and found not guilty by reason of insanity of attempting 

.... g .... 



to assassinate President Reagan required the federal 

prosecutors to prove that Hinckley was sane beyond a reasonable 

J I t U C10U :>· •• 

'fhe Tr·ia1 

In Maine, the criminal defendant who raises an insanity 

defense may choose to have the issues of guilt and insanity 

tried together or separately. Under the first option, the 

issue of whether or not the defendant committed the crime is 

first tried. If the defendant is found to have committed the 

criminal act, the fact-finder must then hear evidence on and 

determine whether the defendant should be absolved of criminal 

responsibility because his mental condition at the time of the 

crime met the test of the insanity defense. Under the second 

option, evidence concerning guilt and insanity are presented at 

the same stage of the trial. The questions of whether the 

defendant committed the crime and whether he should be found 

not criminally responsible due to insanity are presented to the 

. . . . . . . 1 Lj. fact-f1nder for dec1s1on at the same t1me. 

Immediate Commitment 

When a Maine criminal defendant is found not guilty by 

reason of insanity, he is not discharged from custody. fhe 

judge presiding at the criminal trial places the insanity 

"" 10··· 



acquittee under the supervision of the Commissioner of Mental 

Health an~ Mental Retardation. The Commissioner is required by 

law to place the insanity acquittee in an institution for 

.. . - 15 treatment of his mental d1sease or detect. An insanity 

acquittee may gain expanded liberty after commitment only upon 

review of his mental condition by the Superior Court: 

1. The court may order the person's discharge from the 

custody of the Commi~sioner. Under such an order, the 

Commissioner retains no responsibility for or 
] 6 author'ity ovC:~r th<:~ p1~1rson. · 

2. The court may order the release of the person. Under 

such an order the person remains in the custody of the 

Commissioner, but is permitted to return to permanent 

residency in the community. The release may be 

conditioned by the court on the patient meeting 

several requirements, including continuation of 

1 '7 
tl"(~atment and acc<:~pt:ance of sup!~11"V'.'i.sion. ·· 

3. The court may permit a modified release treatment 

program for the person. Under such a program the 

person may be off institutional grounds for up to 14 

days. The program addresses continued treatment and 

supervision of the person. 18 

..... 1]. .... 



Discharge and Release 

At least once a year, the person in charge of the 

institution in which the insanity acquittee is placed provides 

the Commissioner with a report on the person's mental 

condition. The report states whether, in the opinion of a 

staff psychiatrist, the person may be released or discharged 

from the institution without likelihood that he will cause 

injury to himself or others due to mental d1sease or defect. 

This report is forwarded to the Superior Court. The court 

determines if the report makes it appear that the insanity 

acquittee may be ready for release or discharge. If it so 

appears, a hearing is held by the court on the issue. At the 

hearing, the court receives testimony from at least one 

psychiatrist who has observed or treated the person and any 

other relevant testimony. If the court finds that the person 

may be released or discharged without likelihood that he will 

cause injury to himself or others, the court orders release, 

·~~ 'tl t J'J. • I' ~ 19 
t~.n·~.ll or· tAJ'1".10U conc,:t.c.lons, or c-:t.sc,lal"ge. 

Modified Release Treatment 

An insanity acquittee may petition the Superior Court for a 

modified release treatment program. The petition must contain 

a report from the institutional staff, including at least one 

psychiatrist. The report describes the patient's present 

condition, the treatment program planned and requiring absence 

00000 12""' 



from the institution, the duration of the person's absence from 

the institution and the amount of supervision during that 

absence, expected results, and the duration of the program. 

The prosecutor in the criminal trial in which the person was 

acquitted is informed of the petition by the court. If the 

court does not respond to the petition within sixty days, and 

the prosecutor files no objections, the program may be put into 

effect. If the court instead questions the program or the 

prosecutor requests a hearing, the cdurt must schedule a 

I . t L • h . t J • t I t . l • 20 1t!:l<3.r'1ng a. tJ.J•llC :1. rnay appr·ove or <J'l.sappr·ov~:J ··.·1e p•!:! .1.c.'1.on. 

Reinstitutionalization 

Any insanity acquittee on release from the institution or 

being treated under a modified release treatment plan may be 

returned immediately to the institution upon order of the 

Commissioner. When the person has been released, the 

Commissioner may issue a return order upon receipt of evidence 

that the person is failing to comply with any condition of 

release. The person may be detained in the institution for 

seven days before a hearing on his continued detention is 

required. If a hearing is held, the court may modify or 

. d 't '1 J 
21 r•!:!sc'l.n '1 ... s r't!:!. •:~ase orc •• :~r. If the Commissioner orders the 

return of a released patient to the institution, any law 

enforcement officer requested by the Commissioner to assist in 

t . ~ I l • t t .I h ' J 2 2 l"t:~ .Ul"n·1ng "~:. 11;:, pac.'.l.•:~n mus r•!:!ncter sue ass'.l.s c.ance . 
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III. PERCEPTIONS AND FACTS ABOUT MAINE 1 S INSANITY DEFENSE 

P.J.~.KGJ .. ri.I..Q.~ ....... !.L ... J.. : Many criminal defendants go unpunished 

because they are found not guilty by reason 

of insan'i.t:y. 

Insanity acquittals represent no more than .02% of the 

criminal d'i.spositions t:hat occur in Maine each year. 23 

All insanity acquitt:ees, by law, are commit:t:ed to one of 

Maine 1 s mental health institutions. The following f'i.gures 

represent the number of insanity acquittees sent: to the Augusta 

Mental Health Institute and the Bangor Mental Health Institute 

2fl. during the last five years: 

INSANITY ACQUITTEES 

AMHI BMHI s·rA·rE ·ro·rAL 

1981 4 0 Lj. 

1982 1 3 4 

1983 6 0 6 

1.984 It 0 It 

1905 9 1 1.0 

The above numbers of insanity acquittees are extremely 

..... J.4'"" 



small compared with the numbers of criminal cases disposed of 

by the Superior and District Courts in Maine from 1981 through 

1984: 25 

CRIMINAL DISPOSITIONS 

SUP. CT'. DIS. CT'. 26 STATE "I"OT'A L 

1981 8,794 29,239 38,o:n 

1.982 81 142 30,'766 38,90B 

1983 9,ll.16 30,0~:>2 39,/1.68 

1. 984. 8,939 2'7 1 '7'7'7 36,'716 

.. P.J~R..G.f .. .P. .. IIQN .... ...!.t 2 : Insanity acquittees are quickly released 

from institutionalization. 

f. .. A .. G..I 

On the average, insanity acquittees currently on modified 

release treatment at the Augusta Mental Health Institute spent 

over two and one-half years restricted to institutionalization 

prior to being permitted any release time. 

Modified release treatment permits an insanity acquittee to 

gain limited release from institutionalization as part of a 

treatment plan. The plan must receive court approval, and may 

provide for no more than fourteen days consecutive absence from 

2'7 thE) institution.· Und10r rnod:i.f'i.r:~d r1:!!'l.eas':) tl"eat:.rnl::!nt, sorn1::~ 

insanity acquittees are permitted to take a first step away 

from fu11-tirne institutionalizat'i.on. 

-·-15 .. -



The following insanity acquittees (NGRls) currently 

committed to the Augusta Mental Health Institute, identified by 

the crimes for which they were acquitted, received their first 

modified release treatment permission after spending the 

f "1'1 . 'J f t' . F ·1·1 t' ' t'l J.' ·1· t' 2H o ... ot.t.ll.ng P'~rl.O<JS o .:.trne ·.tn · u .. ·- . .'lim~ ·1ns .. l.·:.uc.tona.::tza· .. J.on: 

NGRis 
(by cr··:i.m':l for· 
u..1h/acquitted) 

rnu I" d ~~ r· 
II 

II 

II 

II 

manslaugh{:.~Jr 
aqql"avab:~d assault 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

ar·son 
II 

II 

II 

r·ape 
kidnapp'inq 
robb,:Jry 
burgJ.ar.v 
cr·irninal trespass 

INSTITUTIONALIZATION . 
Pl"ior to .~.D .. ~ modi fi,::!d 
release treatment 
(in y I" s . u n 1 "~ s s rna n t. h s 
i.ndicat·.,:~d) 

23 
6 
5 
'7 months 
2 months 
3 
[.' 
::> 

4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
6 
6 months 
l 
'7 months 
It rno n t: h s 
2 
3 

l ~) months 
It 

possession of a bornb 16 months 

The average time spent by these insanity acquittees within 

an institution pr'ior to even rn'inirnal release tirne is two years 

,1 • l L 29 i'Hl C1 s J. x rna rl':: 11 s . The average of over two and one-half years 

for cont'inuous 'initial 'institut'ional'ization of 'insan'ity 

acquittees demonstrates that insan'ity acquittees are not 

quickly reJ.eased. 

-.. 16-.. 



P .. ~ .. R .. G.f~ . .PJ: .. +. .. Q.N ....... f.!.J. ... ; .. . Insanity acquittees who are released are not 

SUp!~rViSI::Jd, 

FACT 

Released insanity acquittees receive supervision from the 

mental institution staff, other state or residential staffs, or 

a patient's family. 

Currently, twenty-three of the insanity acquittee 

population at the Augusta Mental Health Institute are permitted 

some release from institutionalization. These insanity 

acquittees (NGRis) receive the following supervision during 

th1~ir r1::Jl~:~as(::J 

NO. NGRis 

I J. 

1 

2 

5 

' 30 t ".l.ITI!~ : 

t 

..... 1 '7 ..... 

SUP E I~ VI~:; l ON 
During Release Time 

() hi"S. unsUp!O:!I"ViSI:~d by 
hosp:i.t<:l.l st:.aff 

Ll. hr'S, unsupei"ViSI:!!d by 
hospita1 staff 

f.l. hi"S. unsup!::Jrv'is!::Jcl by 
hosp'ital staff but must 
b1:~ w'ith farn'i'.I.y 

'72 hr's. unsup~:~I"V'iS!O:!d by 
hosp'ital staff but must 
b1~ lAI:i.th farnily 

l LAik. unsupel"vis1:~d 

2 wks. unsupervised 

required treatment and weekly 
or bi-weekly return to hospi
ta1 for review of mental con
dition by staff 



3 

2 

24 hr. supervision in nursing 
or bomrding home:~ 

required tremtment and super
vision by Diu. of Probation & 
Pal"01!:J 

Several of the insmnity acquittees currently permitted some 

re1ease time are close1y supervised. The p1ans under which 

constant supervision is not required, as we11 as those 

permitting any re1ease even when constant1y supervised, have 

al1 been p~esented to and approved by the Superior Court. It 

shou1d m1so be emphasized that insanity acquittees on modified 

release treatment or conditional release may be returned to the 

institution prior to the expiration of their re1ease time upon 

order of the Commissioner. 31 

Many insmnity acquittees have been 

completely dischmrged from custody. 

FACT' 

On1y seven insmnity mcquittees have been completely 

discharged from custody in recent times through typical court 

Modified release treatment is the first release step for an 

insanity mcquittee; conditionm1 or partim1 release is the next 

step; complete discharge from the custody of the Commissioner 

of Menta1 Health and Mental Retardmtion is the final step. 

-.. J.a-... 



Only discharged insanity acquittees are free from any 

conditions of supervision, treatment, or other limitation of 

their freedom. 

Since 1972, fifty-three insanity acquittees have been 

placed in the custody of the Commissioner of Mental Health and 

Mental Retardation. 32 From 1972 to 1985, fourty-four 

insanity acquittees have been discharged: one by natural death; 

five by suicide; one after escape, recapture and incarceration 

l3 in another state; and thirty-seven by the court.· Of those 

thirty-seven, approximately thirty were discharged by the court 

between 1972 and 1977 in response to the closing of AMHI 1 s 

maximum security unit. 

That Unit had operated as a maximum security prison for 

insanity acquittees Many of the thirty-two patients 

incarcerated there in 1972, held under the indefinite 

commitment permitted for insanity acquittees, had spent decades 

in the unit. Upon review, the court discovered that many of 

these patients were not dangerous due to mental disease or 

14 defect.· 

The discharge of approximately thirty from the maximum 

security unit patients thus represents the vast majority of 

insanity acquittee discharges from the Augusta Mental Health 

Institute and Bangor Mental Health Institute since 1972. Only 

. . l . I l ~. I seven lnsan1·:y acqu1·::ees, c1en, have been discharged through 

normal court review; only one of those has been discharged 

-19-



since 1981.
35 Thus, complete discharge of an insanity 

acquittee from custody of the Commissioner does not occur 

fr'(~qu~:~ntly. 

P..I.B.~.tJ~.I .. ±..Q.~ .... ..lt.. 5 : Insanity acquittees are likely to engage in 

criminal conduct again. 

FACT 

The repeated criminal behavior rate of insanity acquittees 

is about one half that of people convicted and incarcerated for 

criminal conduct. 

Of the fifty-three insanity acquittees who have been in the 

custody of the Commissioner of Mental Health and Mental 

Retardation since 1972, only twelve have been charged with any 

criminal behavior. 36 Of the twelve, seven committeed the 

acts while in the custody of the Commissioner. Three of those 

acts were the crime of escape. The other four involved charges 

of assault, aggravated assault and attempted murder, and two 

charges of murder. Of the seven, four have been convicted of 

the new charges, two are awaiting trial, and one was acquitted 

' ' 3 '7 by reason of 1nsan1ty. 

Of the insanity acquittees discharged s1nce 1972, five have 

been charged with criminal behavior. The charges include 

sexual contact, two charges of theft, robbery, and disorderly 

..... 2o .... 



conduct. These charges have resulted in two convictions and 

one finding of incompetent to stand trial. Two of the charges 

38 were not prosecuted. 

Based on the above figures, the recidivism rate for 

insanity acquittees is approximately 23%. The Maine State 

prison reports a recidivism rate of, on average, almost 47% of 

the prisoner population within adult correctional 

' t't t' 39 "l.ns '1. ... U ... ':l.OI'lS, Clearly, the public has more to fear from 

the likelihood that a convicted and imprisoned criminal 

defendant will commit a crime upon release than it has from the 

likelihood of insanity acquittees r,peating criminal behavior 

-·2J. .... 



IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Under Maine•s insanity defense, a criminal defendant may 

claim that he should be absolved from criminal responsibility 

for either of two reasons: 

1) because he lacked substantial capacity, due to mental 

disease or defect, to conform his conduct to the 

requirements of the law (the volitional test); or 

2) because he lacked substantial capacity, due to mental 

disease or defect, to appreciat~ the wrongfulness of 

his conduct (the cognitive test). 

The volitional test pertains to the defendant•s ability to 

control his actions. An accused relying on the volitional test 

might argue, for example, that he realized that he was striking 

a person, but that his mental illness prevented him from 

controlling his rage. The cognitive test focuses on the 

defendant•s ability to comprehend the nature of his actions. A 

defendant claiming insanity under the cognitive test might 
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argue that he did not know that he was aiming his gun at an 

innocent person: he believed he was engaged in combat in the 

middle of a war. 

The volitional test was recommended in the Model Penal 

Code's insanity defense, on which Maine's insanity defense is 

patterned. The Comments to the Model Penal Code state: 

The application of the principl~ [behind the volitional 

test] will call, of course, for a distinction between 

incapacity, upon the one hand, and mere indisposition on 

the other. Such a distinction is inevitable in the 

application of a standard addressed to impairment of 

volition. We believe that the distinction can be made. 40 

The above Comments were made in 1955. In 1983, the 

American Psychiatric Association recommended abolition of the 

volitional element of state and federal insanity defenses. In 

doing so the APA wrote: 

Many psychiatrists ... believe that psychiatric information 

relevant to determining whether a defendant understopd the 

nature of his act, and whether he appreciated its 

wrongfulness, is more reliable and has a stronger 

scientific basis than, for example, does psychiatric 

information relevant to whether a defendant was able to 

control his behavior.... The concept of volition is the 

subject of some disagreement among psychiatrists. Many 
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psychiatrists therefore believe that psychiatric 

testimony ... about volition is more likely to produce 

confusion for jurors than is psychiatric testimony relevant 

to a defendant's appreciation or understanding. 41 

The American Bar Association and the American Psychological 

Association also recommend elimination of the volitional 

t t 4·2 es , The United States Congress and some states have 

removed the volitional test from their insanity defense 

43 statutes. 

In deciding whether or not to recommend abolition of the 

volitional test, the Subcommittee took into consideration 

. 44 arguments for its retent1on. However, the Subcommittee 

concluded that several factors argue for elimination of the 

volitional test: 

1) mental health professionals, represented in the 

comments of national groups and some who spoke to the 

Subcommittee, are uncomfortable with what the volitional 

test asks of them; 

2) the jury's task under the volitional test, of 

determining whether the defendant was unable to control 

himself or whether he chose not to control himself, is an 

impossible one; 
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3) persons with organic mental problems tha~ cause 

uncontrollable behavior will not be hurt by elimination of 

the volitional test because, should they engage in criminal 

conduct, other facets of the criminal justice system and 

the Criminal Code offer them protection. 45 

2 . Ih .. (~ ....... ~?..Y.Ju: .. 9.m.mt .. t .. t..~g ........ r. .. ~L~ .. 9..m.m .. ~~ .. n.9. .. ?. ......... th.~ .. t. ........ t.tt~ ........ ?. ... t~ .. n9. .. ~ .. r. .. ~t ...... 9.f ...... J>. .. r..9..9..L ..... .f.9.T . 
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The Subcommittee does not believe that raising the standard 

of proof the criminal defendant must meet if he is to 

successfully demonstrate that he was insane at the time of the 

crime will have any impact on the use or success of insanity 

defenses. Under current Maine law, the defendant bears the 

burden of proving his insanity by a preponderance of the 

evidence. 46 l'he cr'ucia1 factor h~::JI"I:J is that th1:!! f.!.q.fg.n.9..!:Hl..t 

has the burden of proof; the prosecution does not have the 

burden of proving the defendant sane beyond a reasonable doubt 

once an insanity defense has been asserted. The standard of 

proof applied to the defendant's burden is not sufficiently 

significant to warrant changing Maine's law on this point. 
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None of the twelve states that currently permit a criminal 

defendant to be found guilty but mentally ill (GBMI) have 

4'7 abolished the insanity defense. In these states, a 

defendant found to have committed a crime and found to be 

mentally ill, but not to meet the standards for lack of 

• .I • J.l.8 criminal responsibility under the insan1ty aetense, 

receives a GBMI verdict. The person found guilty but mentally 

ill is sentenced as if he had been found simply guilty; by 

statute, he must also be evaluated to assess his treatment 

49 needs or be given treatment. A defendant found not guilty 

by reason of insanity (NGRI) in the GBMI states is relieved of 

criminal responsibility and, as in Maine, treated, not punished. 

In 19'75, Michigan became the first state to enact a GBMI 

. ~)0 verd1ct. The legislative intent in Michigan in enacting 

the GBMI verdict was to reduce the number of insanity 

acquittees and to protect the public by incarcerating criminal 

defendants who might otherwise be found not guilty by reason of 

:i. n ~; ani t y . 5 1 0 n l.Y on 10 s t u d y on t h 1:~ i rn p c\ c t of t h 10 C B M I v 1"11" d 'i ct. 
~) 2 in Michigan has been completed. No data has been gathered 

53 on the effect of GBMI statutes in other states. The 

Michigan study appears to show that the GBMI verdict has not 

reduced the amount of NGRI verdicts occurring in Michigan: 

rather, persons found GBMI in Michigan would rnost likely have 
[.'4 

been found guilty if the GBMI verdict did not exist.~· 

GBMI verdicts also do not guarantee that the person so 

convicted will receive mental health treatment. Most of the 
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GBMI statutes do not mandate treatment: they require that the 

person receiving a GBMI verdict be evaluated and provided 
r 5 

treatment as deemed necessary.~· In Michigan, GBMI prisoners 

are evaluated for their treatment needs; the sam~ evaluation is 

provided other prisoners. 56 Similarly, in Maine, the 

opportunity for mental health treatment is available to 

. 57 pr··.tson•H'S. 

A lawsuit is currently underway in Michigan arguing that 

the State has not, as required by the GBMI statute, provided 

the treatrn(0nt "psychiatrically ind:icated" for GBMI Pl"isorlt~H"S. 

These prisoners claim they have a right to treatment which is 

not being fulfilled by the State due to lack of resources. The 

United States District Court for the Eastern District of 
ra 

Michigan has agreed to hear the case.J 

Finally, many professionals who have studied the GBMI 

verdict have concluded that it is not helpful in providing for 

appropriate criminal dispositions, and that it is misleading to 

the public. Groups that have spoken out against adoption of 

GBMI statutes include the National Mental Health Association 1s 

N J • 1 C . ' ~ I . t I) f 59 ~ A · ac1ona .omm1ss1on on t11e nsan1 y s-ense, t11e -mer1can 

P ~ . t . A ' t ' 60 t ~ A ' 13 A . l . 61 SYCil'la-r'1.C SSOC'lB.'lOn, .11e -mt~1"'1Can .ar SSOC1.a·7.'l.On, 

and the American Psychological Association. 62 

All Subcommittee members sympathize with the concerns for 

publ:ic saf•::d:y that und(:,rlie much of t:ht:;! suppol"t for a "qu'ill:y 

but rn•~nt.a1.1y :i.J.'.1. 11 statute. A rnajol"ity of the Subcornrnitt.(:1ti:! does 
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not believe enactment of such a statute will truly accomplish 

what its proponents desire. The data that currently exist show 

that GBMI verdicts do not displace NGRI verdicts, they displace 

guilty verdicts. These GBMI defendants are incarcerated, as 

they would have been had they been found simply guilty; the 

difft:H'~Hlce is that thC:dr· trC:~atment needs rnay .b.!?.: .. Y. .. r.~ to be 

addt"E:1ssed. 

While the Subcommittee majority believes all prisoners 

should receive needed mental health services, the majority 

cautions against permitting a jury verdict that may mandate 

treatment before the resources are in place to provide such 

treatment to all those requiring it. The question of mental 

health treatment for prisoners is one that must be considered 

by the Legislature in looking at correction's policy and 

funding. However, we should not force a commitment of the 

resources of the people of Maine to such treatment through the 

backdoor of creation of a new criminal verdict. 

If GBMI statutes are determined not to mandate treatment, 

then a GBMI verdict presents an option that eases the choice 

for a jury, and soothes the fears and conscience of the public, 

without creating any real difference in the handling of persons 

who commit criminal acts and claim insanity. A majority of the 

Subcommittee believes that other recommendations contained in 

this report offer a greater possibility than a GBMI verdict of 
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protecting the public, reducing the number of insanity 

acquittees, and assuring the proper handling of and treatment 

for insanity acquittees and prisoners. 

MINORITY RECOMMENDATION 

B.gJ1 ... : ........ P.E..r..: .. ~.9..J.: .. ?. ......... r..9 .. ~ . .2.mm.~~D .. 9 ... ?. ........ 9 .. D.9. .. ~ .. :.~.m .. 9. . .Q .. t. ..... 9.f.. ..... E ........ ~.~ .. 9 .. ~ .. 1:.l. .. i.Y. ......... ~1.~.1...t. .... ..!I!.~~n.t.~J:I.Y. .. 

J1J. .. ~.~ ........ Y. .. ~~ .. r..9 .. A.~ .. t .... :. 

The Legislatures of twelve states have found it appropriate 

to create the option of a GBMI verdict in a criminal 

63 t r i a 1 . I n d o i n ~1 s o , t h e y r f.~ s p o n d 1:;! d i n p a r' t to p·u b 1 i c 

interests in reducing the number of insanity acquittals and 

' , f ··~·· ''11 .I ''f" .I 6Lj. pl"ot.I3CtJ.ng soc·113ty ·-rom nHHlta .. .Ly 1 ... , <~ang1::JI"OUS of·-orH~I~!I"S. 

They a1.so responded to discomfort with a choice of verdicts 

65 deemed by the public to be too stark. 

We are told by authorities that the insanity defense asks 

for a moral judgment from a jury, that the jury must decide if 

the crimina1. defendant is to be held rosponsiblo for his 

d . f- h . ~ 1 I 66 -1··1 ~ . ' con uct., 1.·· e 1.s ~> .arrl!:~tAJ<H't'lY. . 'les10 sam10 aut11or·1t:.:u:!S 

argue that a GBMI verdict obscures this moral choice, 

diminishes the importance of b1ameworthiness in the crimina1 

.. 6 '7 law. These authorities, and the recommendation of the 

Subcommittee majority, fail to recognize that the criminal law 

is a creation of pub1ic po1icy, the sentiment of the peop1e 

expressed by the Legislaturo. It is appropriate for the pub1ic 

to assert that one possib1e mora1 judgment of a crimina1 
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defendant is a finding that the person committed a criminal 

act, is guilty, but that the person should also be publicly 

recognized as mentally ill, as in need of mental health 

assistance. A survey of the jurors in the John Hinckley trial 

found that several of those jurors would have preferred having 

the option of finding Mr, Hinckley guilty but mentally 

.~']"1 68 .1 ... ' Why would that not have been a proper moral choice, a 

choice condemning his actions but demonstrating compassion? 

The widely-reported study of Michigan's GBMI verdicts, 

which claims to show that GBMI verdicts replace guilty verdicts 

and not insanity acquittals, has been questioned by some. 69 

The questions include whether the conclusions from the Michigan 

study apply to other states, whether the study employed proper 

statistical analyses, and whether factors other than the GBMI 

verdict may have contributed to the finding that insanity 

acquittals did not diminish through use of the GBMI 

' 70 verd1ct. Research related to the Michigan study suggests 

that ''at least some of the less seriously disturbed and more 

violent offenders may have been screened out of the NGRI 

population as a result of the availability of the GBMI 

71 alternative in Michigan.'' In a study with simulated 

jurors, researchers found that these jurors replaced NGRI 

verdicts with GBMI verdicts, in contrast to the Michigan 

72 study's findings. · Much more investigation of GBMI states' 

experiences must occur before the verdict's effect can be 

conclusively determined. 
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None of the states that have adopted GBMI statutes have 

experienced breakdowns in their corrections or mental health 

systems as a result. In this report, all Subcommittee members 

support recommendations that, if adopted, would provide greater 

resources for the treatment of insanity acquittees and 

prisoners. If a GBMI verdict is enacted in Maine, these 

resources would also serve the GBMI population of prisoners. 

However, enactment of the GBMI verdict should not await the 

approval of the experts or the final calculation of all the 

possible resources that the creation of such a verdict may 

require. If the people of Maine support the enactment of a 

GBMI verdict, they will support appropriation of the funds 

necessary to make the GBMI statute effective. The people of 

. 73 Maine desire a GBMI opt1on; the Legislature should permit 

juries this choice. 
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Under the Maine Criminal Code, when a jury or judge 

determines to acquit a defendant of criminal charges due to the 

defendant 1 s lack of responsibility for his conduct because of 

mental disease or defect, the jury or judge must return a 

vr:H'dic t of 11 not gui 1 ty by '74 
l"r:~a son of insanity. 11 

language of the insanity defense does not speak in terms of the 

insane defendant 1 s lack of guilt: section 39, subsection 1 of 
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Title 17-A, the Maine Criminal Code, states that a defendant is 

n o t ~ .. r.JJr.!.! .. IJ.~..1J.:.Y. ........ .r..~.~~ .. ?. .. P.9.JJ .. ?...1.J)..1.~~.. f o r h :i s c o n d u c t i f h «::! rn «::! «:~ t. s t h e t 1::! s t 

of the insanity defense. The verdict a judge or jury returns 

when a defendant. has succeeded in proving an insanity defense 

should be consistent with the language of the defense: an 

insanity acquittee should be declared not criminally 

. . '7 5 responsible, rather than not guilty, by reason of 1nsan1ty. 

Another reason for altering the wording of an insanity 

acquittal arises from public reaction to a verdict that states 

that a criminal defendant is not guilty by reason of insanity. 

A declaration that the insanity acquittee is not guilty, when 

it is clear that the defendant has caused a criminal act to 

occur, is difficult for many people to rationalize. For 

example, millions of people saw John Hinckley shoot President 

Reagan in front of television cameras. Hinckley's actions 

caused the President's injuries, yet his mental con~ition was 

found to be such that he could not be held responsible for his 

actions. Still, the Hinckley verdict of not guilty by reason 

of insanity bothered many people, in part because the words 

"not guilty" imply: 1) that. th«:!! dc:!!f~:md<:lnt d:i.d not cornm:i.t. the 

act, and 2) that the defendant is being absolved of all blame -

not just. legal blarne, but. all social blame, too - for h:i.s 

act.ions. 

If tht:! VE!rdict for an insan:i.t:.y acqu:i.t.t.a1 is chc\n~1'::!d to ''not 

cr·intina11y rt:~sponsiblt~ 11 by r't:~ason of insanity, the public rnay 

feel that the defendant:.•s being the cause of a crim:i.na1 act is 



still recognized, that some type of blame may still attach to 

the defendant, but that he is not being held responsible for 

his actions within the framework of the criminal law. The 

Subcommittee agrees with the recommendation of the National 

Commission on the Insanity Defense that 111 not responsible 1 in 

its public usage would help alleviate the public 1 s confusion 

and misunderstanding surrounding the finding of 1 not 

'76 gutlty 1
•

11 
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Almost all who have studied the issue agree that mental 

health witnesses testifying at criminal trials involving the 

insanity defense should not be permitted to give their opinions 

as to whether or not the defendant was responsible for his 

7 '7 actions at the time of the crime. The question of criminal 

responsibility is one for the trier of fact, the judge or jury, 

and not the experts. Psychiatric or psychological experts 

should certainly assist the fact-finder by testifying with 

l"t0gard to tht:~ir di<ilqnosis of l:ht:! dt:lft:~ndant, and his lTlt::!nt.<."l 

statt:!!, in clJn'i.cal ter·rns, at the t 'i rnt::' of tht0 C rilTIE! HotAJever', 

the judge or jury, and not the experts, must determ'ine whether 

the defendant was legally insane when he engaged in the 

cr'imtnal conduct. 
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A reading of Maine 1 s Rules of Evidence gives the impression 

that all witnesses may, under the proper conditions, give an 

opinion on the ultimate issue to be decided by the 

fact-finder. However, Maine Rule of Evidence 704 has been 

limited by the Maine Supreme Judicial Court with regard to the 

opinions of mental health experts on the issue of criminal 

. . .. . 78 respons1b1l1ty. In Maine, expert witnesses may not state 

whether or not they believe a criminal defendant to have been 

legally insane at the time of the crime. The Subcommittee 

recommends that this limitation on expert opinion testimony as 

it applies to the insanity defense continue. 
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When a court questions a criminal defendant 1 s competence to 

stand trial, or the issue of the defendant 1 s criminal 

responsibility is raised, the court orders a preliminary, or 

Stage I, . ' - . .. . . '79 exam1nat1on of h1s mental cond1t1on. l'ht::! Staqt:~ I 

exam may be conducted at the Augusta Mental Health Institute, 

the Bangor Mental Health Institute, the Pineland Center, a 

mental health clinic of or recommended by the Department of 

Mental Health and Mental Retardation\ or by a psychiatrist or 

licensed psychologist independent of the Department. If, after 
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the Stage I exam, it appears to the court from the Stage I 

report that the defendant has or had a mental disease or defect 

affecting his competence or criminal responsibility, the court 

must order a further examination (Stage II) of the defendant to 

be conducted by a psychiatrist and psychologist designated by 

the Commissioner of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. 

The Subcommittee recommends that Stage I exams, like Stage 

II exams, be conducted by a mental health professional or 

facility designated by the Commissioner of Mental Health and 

Mental Retardation. The Subcommittee believes that the 

Department, which has responsibility for Stage II exams,-must 

know when a Stage I exam, which may well lead to a further 

examination, is conducted. The best way to assure that the 

Department is aware of and has information from Stage I exams 

is to make the assignment of Stage I examinations consistent 

with the assignment of Stage II examinations: i.e., the 

Commissioner should have authority to designate who will 

conduct the exam at both stages. 

The Subcommittee wishes to stress that this shifting of 

responsibility for assigning mental health professionals for 

Stage I exams from the court to the Commissioner is not 

intended to require that all of these examinations be conducted 

by state-employed mental health professionals. Rather, the 

Subcommittee hopes the practice of using independent 

psychiatrists and psychologists, on an independent contractor 

basis, to do some Stage I and Stage II exams will continue. 
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The difference will be that the Commissioner, rather than the 

court, will designate who the mental health professional 

conducting Stage I, as well as Stage II. exams will be. 

The Subcommittee also wishes to note that this 

recommendation does not affect the ability of the defense or 

prosecution to employ mental health professionals to conduct 

other examinations of the defendant which may be helpful in 

successfully asserting or defeating an insanity defense. 
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The standard the Superior Court must apply when an insanity 

acquittee petitions for release from institutionalization is 

whether the person may be released without likelihood that he 

will cause injury to himself or others due to mental disease or 

.I f' 80 CJI:l .. ect. In making this determination, the court receives 

as evidence a report from a psychiatrist of the institution in 

which the insanity acquittee is hospitalized giving the 

psychiatrist 1 s opinion on the question of the dangerousness of 

the insanity acq~ittee. 81 

The creation of a Release Review Committee within the 

Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation to refine 

predictive factors relating to dangerousness will provide 
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needed tools to mental health professionals making 

recommendations regarding release. Articulation of these 

factors will also assist the Commissioner of Mental Health and 

Mental Retardation, who has the ultimate responsibility for 

determining whether or not the Department should seek release 

for an insanity acquittee. The Release Review Committee should 

be composed of persons, from within th~ Department and from 

without, who, in the judgment of the Commissioner, can 

contribute expertise to the development of criteria reflecting 

d<:Hl~1f:H'OUSnE~SS. 

In its work, the Subcommittee has gathered some information 

on predicting future dangerousness of insanity acquittees. For 

example, an insanity acquittee who has a criminal record prior 

to his acquittal may prove more likely to be dangerous in the 

future than other insanity acquittees. 82 Similarly, an 

insanity acquittt::le lAiho post::lS problems Uwouqh 11 actin~)-· .. out:. 11 

behavior while institutionalized may be indicating a 

'b'"l't f" J 
8 ;) poSS-:1., l ... :L y 0 C1angt:H'OUSI'lt::!SS, By looking at the 

comparatively few cases where released insanity acquittees have 

repeated criminal conduct, the Release Review Committee may 

also learn through hindsight about factors that indicate 

possible future dangerousness. 84 Thus, the Release Review 

Committ~e should, along with developing dangerousness criteria, 

keep informed about recidivism by insanity acquittees. 
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When the Superior Court orders the release from 

institutionalization of an insanity acquittee, the court may 

apply conditions to that release. The current statutes state 

that one of those conditions may be that the Division of 

Probation and Parole of the Department of Corrections supervise 

. 85 the released insanity acqu1ttee. 

Statutory reference to supervision of released insanity 

acquittees by the Division of Probation and Parole is a vestige 

of the times when the Department of Corrections and the 

Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation were one 

department. Though the statute currently refers only to the 

Probation and Parole Division as supervisor of released 

insanity acquittees, in actuality all insanity acquittees are 

also monitored by the Bureau of Mental Health of the Department 

of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. 

Supervision of released insanity acquittees by the Bureau 

of Mental Health is clearly more appropriate. The Subcommittee 

recommendation that the statute be amended to refer to 

supervision of insanity acqulttees by the Bureau of Mental 

Health, rather than the Division of Probation and Parole, does 

not reflect badly upon the Division. Rather, the 

recommendation reflects the proper placement of responsibility 

for insanity acquittees. 
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By statute, when release from full-time institutionaliza-

tion is sought for an insanity acquittee, the prosecutor who 

tried the charges against the person for which he was acquitted 

by reason of insanity is inform6d by the court of the release 

petition, and provided the opportunity to appear at the release 

hearing. 86 Thus, the original prosecutor is made officially 

aware that an insanity acquittee may be released. 

However, if the person is released, he may very well be 

released into a community other than one where the crime 

occurred or where he was prosecuted. Law enforcement officials 

in the community of release may have had no prior contact with 

or knowledge of the insanity acquittee. As a means of adding 

another safeguard for the public, the Subcommittee recommends 

that the public safety officer of the municipality or sheriff 1 s 
' . 

department of the county into which an insanity acquittee is 

released be informed of that release by the Department of 

Mental Health and Mental Retardation. 

Resourc10s 
-························ .. ················-········ 
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Currently, the mental health professionals employed at the 

Augusta Mental Health Institute CAMHI) and the Bangor Mental 

Health Institute (BMHI) provide three services concerning 

criminal defendants who may plead not guilty by reason of 

insanity and those who have been acquitted by reason of 

insanity. First, state mental health professionals evaluate 

criminal defendants for competency to stand trial and criminal 

responsibility, and report their assessments to the court. 

Secondly, they treat defendants found not guilty by reason of 

insanity. Finally, they evaluate insanity acquittees for 

release and report their opinions to the Commissioner of Mental 

Health and Mental Retardation and the Superior Court. 

The number of pre-trial evaluations, treatment hours, and 

release reports required of the mental health professionals at 

AMHI and BMHI is on the increase. In 1983, the AMHI and BMHI 

staff conducted seventy-five pretrial evaluations of the mental 

condition of criminal defendants; in 1985, the state mental 

. . 8 '7 health staff conducted 142 such evaluat1ons. In 1983, 

thirty-four insanity acquittees were in the custody of the 

Commissioner and receiving treatment; in 1985, forty-four 

insanity acquittees were in custody and receiving 
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88 
treatment. Annual reports must be prepared by staff mental 

health professionals concerning the suitability for release of 

h ' 't 'tJ 89 eac 1nsan1·y acqu1·cee. 

AMHI and BMHI each currently employ a part-time 

psychiatrist and a psychologist to do the work described 

90 above. More professional help is clearly needed to meet 

this workload. However, an increase in the number of mental 

health professionals available to the state to evaluate and 

treat the mental conditions of criminal defendants must be 

accompanied by a separation between the professionals who 

provide forensic services and those who provide treatment. 

The current state psychiatrists and psychologists must all 

do double duty: all supply forensic services, evaluating 

criminal defendants and insanity acquittees for the courts, and 

all act as clinicians with insanity acquittees as their 

patients. The combining of these two roles in one mental 

health professional does not serve the public or the insanity 

acquittee as they should be served. 

The mental health professional as treater must be free to 

gain the patient 1 s trust, to encourage the patient to speak 

honestly, to act as the patient 1 s advocate. When the treating 

mental health professional is asked also to serve as the 

patient 1 s evaluator on behalf of the court, to assess criminal 

responsibility and recommend for or against release, the 

psychotherapist-patient relationship is hampered. 
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The mental health professional engaged in forensic services 

is asked to provide the court with an objective evaluation of a 

person's mental condition, to provide information on criminal 

responsibility or dangerousness. When a state psychiatrist or 

psychologist has formed an opinion through forensic assessments 

that a defendant is criminally responsible, yet the person is 

acquitted at his trial by reason of insanity, it is difficult 

to then ask that mental health professional to treat that 

person; yet that is what we currently do. When a mental health 

professional has been treating an insanity acquittee, working 

for his return to as normal a life as possible, it is difficult 

to require that professional to evaluate that person for 

release with primary concern for protection of the public; yet 

that is what we currently do. 

The Subcommittee's recommendation that more mental health 

professionals be provided the Department so that a forensic 

service, separate from treating professionals, can be created 

is not intended to mandate ·the hiring of more state employees. 

Whether the need for more mental health professionals to 

evaluate criminal defendants and insanity acquittees should be 

met by the hiring of more state employees, or by greater 

funding for contracting with independent mental health 

professionals, is an open question. The Subcommittee 

recommendation focuses simply on the need for a forensic 

service. 
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The Augusta Mental Health Institute CAMHI) is now 

responsible for thirty-five insanity acquittees in the custody 

of the Commissioner of Mental Health and Mental 

R t ,( t . 91 r0 .. ·.ar<;,a ... J.on. Of thosr::J thir·ty ..... five, on SeptembN' 1., 198~), 

twenty were hospitalized, with only two housed in AMHI's 

eight-bed secure treatment unit. The secure treatment unit 

held, on that date, ten other patients, including six prisoners 

transferred from jails and correctional centars and three 

criminal defendants found incompetent to stand tria1. 92 

The number of insanity acquittees in the custody of the 

Commissioner has increased by one-third over the last five 

years. Admissions to AMHI account for most of this 

. 93 1ncrease. Currently, 50% of the insanity acquittees in the 

custody of the Commissioner have a prior criminal record; in 

1975 only one-third of the insanity acquittees had such a 

background, and in 1964 none of the insanity acquittees had 

' . . ·1 I 9 Ll. pr''.l.OI" cruru.na .. rc0cor'c s, Admissions of prisoners to AMHI in 

a year have increased by approximately 25% over the last five 

95 yc0a1"S. 

The above figures demonstrate the need for additional 

secure treatment beds for the placement of insanity 
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acquittees. Criminal defendants found i~competent to stand 

trial and prisoners transferred to AMHI must be housed in 

AMHI•s most jail-like unit. Therefore, the use of these 

facilities for insanity acquittees must give way to the 

admission of prisoners. Yet, current knowledge indicates that 

insanity acquittees with prior criminal records are more likely 

to require greater security than other insanity acquittees, 

AMHI 1 s eight-bed secure treatment unit is clearly inadequate 

given the multiple pressures on use of that unit. The 

Subcommittee therefore recommends the provision of another 

eight secure treatment unit beds at AMHI. 
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The Bangor Mental Health Institute (BMHI) has a fifteen-bed 

secure treatment unit currently being used to house prisoners 

transferred for assessment and treatment, criminal defendants 

referred to the hospital by the court for examination, persons 

who have been found incompetent to stand trial, and insanity 

acquittees who remain dangerous. 96 This forensic unit, while 

currently large enough to meet BMHI 1 s needs for secure 

placement, is the one area of the hospital that has not been 

renovated in modern times. The Subcommittee recommends needed 

improvement.in the BMHI forensic unit physical plant-

improvements such as the covering of sprinkler pipes, 
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replacement of glass windows with nonbreakable windows, and 

replacement of aging window grates -- so that this secure unit 

can be as secure as possible from dangerous behavior and escape. 

The forensic programs available at BMHI for incompetent 

persons and insanity acquittees requiring long-term treatment 

in a secure setting must be improved. Opportunities for 

meaningful work, education, and for social skills training for 

the insanity acquittees and incompetent persons in the BMHI 

secure treatment unit are necessary. Without these 

improvements in programs, it will continue to be difficult for 

BMHI to accomplish changes in the ability of these people to 

control themselves and to succeed in the rehabilitation of 

incompetents so that they can stand trial. 
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While some of Maine's counties are able to provide mental 

health services to inmates at the jails through the employment 

of mental health and social service staff, or through 

contracting for these professional services from independent 

agencies, many counties are unable to supply these on-site 

. 9 '7 serv1ces. As a result, when an inmate at many county jails 

is in need of evaluation or treatment the inmate must be 

transferred to the Augusta Mental Health Institute CAMHI) or 

the Bangor Mental Health Institute (BMHI) for assessment. 
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As previously noted in this report, the transferring of 

prisoners to AMHI and BMHI is one of the pressures placed on 

the us~ of secure treatment units that might better be used to 

house dangerous insanity acquittees. The provision of some 

mental health services at all of the county jails could 

decrease the need for hospitalization of prisoners. The 

availability of such services at all jails would also assist 

communication between correctional officials and mental health 

officials when a prisoner is in need of hospitalization. 
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The current statutes prescribing procedures for the 

determination of whether an insanity acquittee should be 

released from institutionalization provide for the involvement 

of the Attorney General or District Attorney in the release 

I ' 98 
'lt:la rl ng . However, for this involvement to be as effective 

as possible, the Attorney General or District Attorney who 

prosecuted the insanity acquittee must have access to current 

professional assessments of the mental condition of the person 

petitioning for release. 

In many instances, the prosecutor will find the report 

provided the court by the mental health professionals of the 

hospital in which the insanity acquittee is institutionalized 
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sufficient for his or her purposes. On the basis of this 

report, the prosecutor will be able to argue that it is not 

appropriate to release the insanity acquittee, or to agree with 

others that release seems appropriate. Yet, in some cases, a 

prosecutor may feel that a second evaluation of the mental 

condition of the insanity acquittee should be available to the 

court deciding upon release, that a second professional opinion 

will help the prosecutor in assessing the position he or she 

will take on the possible release. The Subcommittee believes 

that a prosecutor should have the resources available to permit 

him or her to seek an independent evaluation of an insanity 

acquittee's mental condition prior to a release h~aring. In 

this way, the public will be assured that all concerns 

regarding the release of an insanity acquittee have been fully 

aired and reviewed. 
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U. CONCLUSION 

Since the middle of the nineteenth century, federal and 

state jurisdictions have struggled to develop an insanity 

defense that properly balances the punishment of criminal 

behavior with the recognition that mental illness prevents some 

people from being responsible for their criminal acts. Maine 1 s 

current insanity defense reflects a twenty-five year acceptance 

of the idea that criminal defendants may be legally insane 

because they could not control their actions or could not 

understand the nature of their actions d~e to mental disease or 

defect. 

However, in recent times the insanity defense has come 

under review once again in many jurisdictions. In Maine, this 

review has been conducted by the Insanity Defense and Related 

Statutes and Procedures Study Subcommittee of the Judiciary 

Committee of the Maine Legislature. 

Certain misperceptions persist in Maine regarding the use 

of the insanity defense and the disposition of insanity 

acquittees. While the handling of criminal defendants who 

plead insanity and those who are acquitted for being insane is 

an important public concern, the numbers of cases with which 

the public should be concerned are less than popularly believed. 
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While the substance of Maine 1 s current insanity defense 

represents a modern approach to the determination of criminal 

responsibility, the defense can be modified to better reflect 

the latest professional and public concerns. Elimination of 

the volitional element of the insanity defense, that part of 

the defense that permits a defendant to claim he could not 

control himself, is recommended. Further discussion of the 

appropriateness of a possible addition of a 11 guilty but 

mentally ill 11 verdict to the Maine law must occur. 

Maine 1 s current approach to the evaluation, confinement, 

treatment, and release of criminal defendants who plead 

insanity and insanity acquitte~ is generally effective. 

However, improvements in evaluation abilities, treatment, and 

public security can be had through a few procedural changes, 

some additional personnel, and some new facilities at our 

mental health institutions. 

Maine 1 s handling of mentally ill criminal defendants and 

insanity acquittees is the best it can be given the current law 

and resources· available. The recommendations contained in this 

report seek to make a good system even better. 
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